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a. Historical Context:
Islam began in the year 610 when Muhammad bin `Abdullah
declared that the Archangel Gabriel appeared to him and
delivered God’s word to him directly, [called the “Qur’aan].
This was in the environs of Makkah, in (modern-day) Saudi
Arabia. Muhammad was from the tribe of Quraysh, one of the
prominent families in Makkah.
Starting in Makkah, Muhammad received, then recorded the words
he received, which became the scripture of the new belief
system he called “Islam” (English: “submission to God”).
In June 622, to avoid persecution in his hometown, Muhammad
and his followers, known as “Muslims”, departed Makkah to
settle in Al-Madinah, which is about 275 miles to the north.
Once established in Al-Madinah, Muhammad governed a combined
religious and political state, with military and
administrative aspects. From 622 until his demise in 632,
additional passages of the Qur’aan were delivered to Muhammad.
This completed the Islamic scripture.
Thus, the Islamic religion became the Islamic state, uniting
the tribes of Arabia and inviting non-Arabs into the new
faith.
By means of trade, military conquests and missionary
proselytization, Islam spread into the vacuum left by the
remnants of the Western Roman and Eastern Roman Empires in the
Mediterranean Basin (including Spain and Portugal) and all
across North Africa to the Atlantic Ocean. Simultaneously,
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Islam entered Iran, Pakistan, India and western China within a
century of Muhammad’s death.
b. Religious Tenets:
Islam is based on the belief in one God, how the Qur’aan
portrays the Prophets and scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments and the Judgement Day. It particularly emphasizes
the observance of strictly-applied rituals and practices.
These are neatly summed-up in what are known as the “Pillars
of Islam”, as delineated below.

In Re: Pillars of Islam

ﻓِﻲ َأْرَﻛﺎِن اِﻹْﺳَﻼِم

Testimony of Faith

ﺸَﻬﺎَﺩُﺓ
 ﺍﻟ ﱠ-۱

Ritual Prayer

ﺼـَﻠﻮُﺓ
 ﺍﻟ ﱠ-۲

Fasting

ﺼْﻮُﻡ
 ﺍﻟ ﱠ-۳

Almsgiving

 ﺍﻟﱠﺰَﻛﻮُﺓ-٤

Pilgrimage

ﺤﱡﺞ
َ  ﺍﻟْــ-٥

Although we Christians would see that there are many
similarities between Biblical teachings and Islam, there are
several important doctrinal differences we should note here.
First, Islam does not recognize the Deity of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Secondly, it does not recognize salvation through
Christ’s vicarious atonement for our sins by His Death on the
Cross. In fact, standard Islamic teaching states that God
removed Jesus from the Cross and transported Him from
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Jerusalem directly into Heaven. As a result, then, thirdly,
Islamic teaching does not recognize the Resurrection of
Christ, since it denies His Death.
In light of the above, it should be mentioned that the Qur’aan
recognizes the Virgin Birth, the healing Miracles of Christ,
Christ’s role in the Judgement, God’s Sovereignty and ability
to forgive sins, and humanity’s need for God’s guidance.
c. Geography: Makkah is located in southwestern Asia south of
the Tropic of Cancer inland from the Red Sea. This central
location is pivotal in the role Islam has always in terms of
trade and transportation from East to West, and North to
South. This included land and sea routes, as well as modernday air routes connecting the Middle East to Africa, Europe
and Asia. By air routes, most of Arabia is about four hours
from London, Paris, Amsterdam, Rome and Shannon, Ireland.
Refer to the map.
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d. The Arabic Language and Ethnicity. Arabic is a Semitic
language, closely related to Ethiopic languages, Chaldean,
Aramaic and Hebrew. With reference to Genesis chapters 11 and
25, these languages are called “Semitic” because of shared
ethnic lineage, common vocabulary, similar grammar and syntax,
etc. Being distinguished by triliteral consonantal roots,
Semitic languages are based on verbs, from which nouns and
adjectives are derived. Arabic, Aramaic and Hebrew are
written from right-to-left; with short vowels indicated to
assist pronunciation and meaning.
The Arab people live in most of the Middle East, including
Israel, albeit only in relatively small communities in Iran
and Turkey. Abraham was a Chaldean from Ur in Iraq. Ishmael
was Abraham’s first son from Hajar, the Egyptian handmaid.
As the result of migration and intermarriage over the
millennia, the following countries are connected to Abraham
genetically and linguistically:
Algerian, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, West
Bank/Gaza and Yemen.

Arabic Loanwords:
Many Arabic words have been borrowed by Spanish, English and
other Western European languages, among which are the
following:

arozz ”!ce”

: َأُرّز-١
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assukkar

”sugar”

alkuHuul “ alcohol”
du##orm

”Hubuub”

al-jabr

Saguaro

:اﻟُﻜُﺤﻮل-٣
:ُﺣُﺒﻮٌب-٤

”al$bra”

”SaHraawiy”

% So-and -So

:اﻟﱡﺴﱠﻜﺮ-٢

”al-fulaan

:اَﳉْﺒﺮ-٥

:ﺻْﺤَﺮاِوﱞي
َ -٦
”

: اﻟُﻔﻼن-٧
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until

”Ha&aa”

to help

:َﺣﱠّﺘﻰ-٨

”ayyada”

:َأﱠﻳَﺪ-٩

e. Arabic Literature and Islamic Culture:
Arabic has a vast historical, prose and poetic literature.
Many scientific treatises on mathematics, medicine and
chemistry have been written in Arabic. This was especially
the case during the Golden Age of Islam (from about 675-850).
The first post-medieval work in Historical Anthropology (The
“Prologue to History” «ﻣُﺔ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺧﻠﺪﻭﻥ
َ )»ُﻣَﻘِّﺪ, was written by Ibn
Khaldoun in Arabic around the year 1400. In it, he explains
the rise and fall of Ancient Greece and Rome, comparing the
process they underwent to various Arab and Islamic states. He
analyzes historical developments as a scientificallydetermined process.
f. The Challenge of Islam:
Islam is perhaps most perplexing to the western and Christian
mind because its current vitality comes neither from
technology nor from military prowess. Nor is Islam a
political force like Western democracy, or a great economic
powerhouse like East Asia. Rather, Islam has great emotional
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and visceral appeal to those who hold to its tenets with great
vigor and exuberance.
It is worth mentioning that the Christian proportion of
several Arab countries is substantial, particularly in Lebanon
(about 35%), Syria and Egypt (above 10% in both), Israel,
Palestine and Jordan (perhaps 3-4%), and in Iraq (about 3%).
The Christian Arabs have always maintained a high rate of
literacy in Arabic and have contributed greatly to Arabic
culture and the Christian Faith in Arabic.
Moreover, there are also native Arab Christians in Kuwait and
Bahrain in the Arabian Gulf. Most Christians in the Arab World
elsewhere are expatriates, i.e, foreign residents.

